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Abstract—This paper introduces a continuous functional model for head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) in the horizontal auditory scene. The approach uses a separable representation consisting of a Fourier–Bessel series expansion for the spectral components and a conventional Fourier series expansion for the spatial components. Being independent of the data, these two sets of basis functions remain unchanged for all subjects and measurement setups. Hence, the model can transform an individualized HRTF to a subject specific set of coefficients. A continuous functional model is also developed in the time domain. We show the efficient model performance in approximating experimental measurements by using the HRTF measurements from a KEMAR manikin and the synthetic data from the spherical head model. The statistical results are determined from a 50-subject HRTF data set. We also corroborate the predictive capability of the proposed model. The model has near optimal performance, which can be ascertained by comparison with the standard principle component analysis (PCA) and discrete Karhunen–Loeve expansion (KLE) methods at the measurement points and for a given number of parameters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HUMANS have a remarkable ability to identify the direction of a sound source originating from any point in three-dimensional space. The perceptual cues for spatial localization include the amplitude and the time arrival of the sound at each ear and most importantly, the spectrum of the sound, which is modified by the interaction between the sound wave and a person’s body (the torso, head, and external pinna shape). The head-related transfer function (HRTF) contains all the relevant spatial cues and describes how a given sound wave input (parameterized as frequency and source location) is filtered by the diffraction and reflection properties of the individual body shape before the sound reaches the listener’s eardrum [1].

HRTFs are usually obtained from measurements on people (or dummy heads) and so there is a rich variety of HRTFs corresponding to the different human subjects being measured1. Such data is naturally taken from systematic measurements over a discrete set of angles and at discrete frequencies or time samples. While the data is discrete by necessity, it is understood that the underlying HRTF is fully continuous in space and frequency. It is a well studied problem of finding how to interpolate the discrete measurements to obtain synthetic or estimated data at any particular angle [2]–[4]; but these methods’ validity is not related to the spatial sampling condition and the most appropriate interpolation can be still considered as an open question. The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is commonly applied for the HRTF spectral analysis so only limited spectral resolution can be achieved. In this paper, a continuous HRTF model in both spatial and spectral domain is proposed so that the need for interpolation is removed.

A. Conventional HRTF Modeling Methods

In the case of discrete data and sets of measurements corresponding to different human subjects, there is a number of work devoted to HRTF functional representations, like the filter bank models [5], [6], and related areas like principal component analysis (PCA) [7], [8] and surface spherical harmonic expansion [9]. Results show that sound synthesis through the filter-bank models are very close to the original HRTF measurements, but the expansion weights in the model are coupled with both angle and frequency variables, which limits the usefulness of the model for HRTF reconstruction.

Statistical methods, PCA and the (discrete) Karhunen-Loeve expansion (KLE) [10], are used to find the most efficient lower dimensional representation of the statistical data where efficiency is typically measured in terms of variance. These optimal discrete methods rely on the empirical data and provide an optimal description for any given lower dimensional model. However, their dependence on the empirical data is a weakness as well as a strength. The clear strength is that the representation deals directly with the set of measurements and reality rather than an abstraction through a model which may be inaccurate. The weakness is that optimal discrete models only represent the given empirical data set and any changes to that data set change the model. That is, the principle components, which are basis vectors, will vary with any change to the data set.

1Here, we assume that the HRTFs are measured at a fixed distance between the loudspeaker and head center and there is no head rotation movement.
functions is by its nature fixed and independent of any data. One that best empirically represents test data (described in Section II-C). HRIR (head-related impulse response) model is provided in Appendix A. Where the HRIR (head-related impulse response) model is provided in Appendix A, and the basis are functions and the basis functions from a range of candidate sets which can then be applied to any measurements including those of different measurement grids. In contrast, PCA and related statistical approaches use a single set of data to generate empirical basis vectors which can only be used on that single set of data. Our approach is continuous and the basis are functions and data independent (the spectral representation is fixed as a Fourier–Bessel series, and the spatial azimuth representation is fixed as a Fourier series) whereas for PCA the basis is discrete, measurement grid dependent and data dependent. Thus, the proposed model can achieve continuous HRTF representation (at any frequency point and an arbitrary angle) for any HRTF data set.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II develops the HRTF model in both frequency and time domains and describes the model parameter estimation. Section III describes the acoustic validation of the model using the MIT HRTF data set [15] collected from a KEMAR manikin, and some analytically generated HRTFs from the spherical head model [16]. We also investigate the statistical results on the model performance from a 50-subject HRTF database [17]. Section IV compares the continuous model with the PCA method and shows the near optimality of performance of the proposed model. The paper concludes in Section V.

## II. HRTF Continuous Function Model

We develop a continuous function representation of the horizontal plane HRTF as a function of frequency \( f \in (0, f_{\text{max}}) \), where \( f_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum measurement frequency, and azimuth angle \( \phi \in [0, 2\pi) \). In the following subsections we develop spatial (Section II-A) and spectral (Section II-B) continuous representations of the HRTF. Further, the time domain HRR (head-related impulse response) model is provided in Section II-C.

### A. HRTF Spatial Modeling

Using a Fourier series expansion, \( H(f, \phi) \) can be expanded in the \( \phi \) coordinate as

\[
H(f, \phi) = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} A_m(f) e^{im\phi} \tag{1}
\]

where the \( m \)th order Fourier series weight is given by

\[
A_m(f) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{0}^{2\pi} H(f, \phi)e^{-jm\phi} d\phi. \tag{2}
\]

The work of [18] shows that the horizontal HRTF has a low pass character with limited spatial bandwidth. Most of energy in \( A_m(f) \) is restricted in a region which is limited by \( |m| \leq 2\pi f a/c \), where \( c \) denotes the sound propagation velocity and \( a \) is the radius of the head (usually we assume \( a = 340 \text{ m/s} \)).
and \( a = 0.09 \) m. While outside of this region, the energy is not significant and decaying rapidly with increasing order \( |m| \). Thus, the infinite series (1) can be truncated to \( |m| \leq M \) to represent a band-limited HRTF function through

\[
H_M(f, \phi) \triangleq \sum_{m=-M}^{M} A_m(f) e^{jm\phi},
\]

As a guide, based on [18], a suitable \( M \) can be determined through

\[
M = \left[ \frac{2\pi a f_{\text{max}}}{c} \right]
\]

where \([\cdot]\) is the integer ceiling function, and \( f_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum frequency.

To estimate the coefficients \( A_m(f) \), we replace the integral in (2) with a finite summation at discrete angles corresponding to the measurements. The standard Fourier analysis for discrete periodic signals is used here. Along the circle \( 0 \leq \phi < 2\pi \), given \( N \) equi-azimuthal angle increments, \( \phi_0, \ldots, \phi_{N-1} \), we have

\[
A_m(f) \approx \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} H(f, \phi_i) e^{-jm\phi_i}, \quad |m| \leq M.
\]

Equations (3) and (5) show that the continuous \( H(f, \phi) \) can be recovered from the \( N \) discrete measurements \( H(f, \phi_i) \) provided the number of samples \( N \geq (2M + 1) \) [19]. This is because, given \( N \) sampled discrete measurements, the Fourier series representation will contain at most \( N \) expansion components. In particular, given the maximum measurement frequency \( f_{\text{max}} \) and (4), the horizontal HRTFs should be sampled with \( N \geq (2\pi a f_{\text{max}}/c) + 1 \) so that the function can be accurately reconstructed.

As the bandlimited HRTF \( H_M(f, \phi) \) is completely determined by \( 2M + 1 \) Fourier series weights and these weights are functions of frequency only, we believe analyzing \( A_m(f) \) provides a new means to investigate the HRTF spectrum and study the scattering characteristics of human head and pinna. In order to achieve the goal of a continuous representation, parametric spectral analysis is applied in Section II-B below to model \( A_m(f) \) by introducing a second orthogonal series expansion in frequency \( f \).

### B. HRTF Spectral Modeling

Parametric spectral analysis seeks a functional representation of the HRTF spectrum which can give better spectral resolution from the sampling conditions—sampling rate and number of samples. Such a representation facilitates direct HRTF evaluation at any frequency point. Our approach is to find which closed form standard orthogonal functions match the experimentally measured HRTFs distribution most efficiently as basis functions and expand the HRTF spectral components with these basis functions.

We initially formulate a general orthogonal representation of the HRTF frequency components \( A_m(f) \) for each \( m \) defined over the finite interval \((0, f_{\text{max}})\), where \( f_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum frequency. Unlike the expansion for the azimuthal variable there is no obviously compelling choice for the preferred orthogonal representation so this is a crucial issue in formulating our representation. We write

\[
A_m(f) = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} C_{mk} \varphi_k^{(m)}(f)
\]

where \( \varphi_k^{(m)}(f) \) is a suitable complete set of orthogonal functions with weight \( W(f) \) defined on the finite interval \((0, f_{\text{max}})\) and indexed by \( k \) (note different orthogonal functions may be chosen for different values of \( m \)). Theoretically any square-integrable function can be represented by (6), [20], and arbitrarily well approximated truncating to a finite number of terms \( K \), i.e.,

\[
A_m(f) \approx \sum_{k=1}^{K} C_{mk} \varphi_k^{(m)}(f).
\]

The order \( K \) is usually chosen as a tradeoff between accuracy and economy of representation, noting that the approximation can be made arbitrarily close by choosing \( K \) sufficiently large.

The expansion coefficients \( C_{mk} \) in (6) can be obtained from

\[
C_{mk} = \frac{1}{h_k} \int_0^{f_{\text{max}}} A_m(f) \varphi_k^{(m)}(f) W(f) df
\]

where

\[
h_k = \int_0^{f_{\text{max}}} \left| \varphi_k^{(m)}(f) \right|^2 W(f) df
\]

and \( W(f) \) is the prescribed (non-negative) weighting function defined on \((0, f_{\text{max}})\). The weighting function for a given complete orthogonal basis \( \{ \varphi_k^{(m)}(f) \} \) is to make \( \varphi_k^{(m)}(f) = \sqrt{W(f)} \varphi_k^{(m)}(f) \) become orthogonal set in the specific region \((0, f_{\text{max}})\). Table I gives an example of four standard orthogonal basis with \( W(f) \) defined for HRTF spectrum modeling purpose.

#### 1) Comparison of Different Orthogonal Basis Functions:

This leaves the issue about the choice of the basis functions for each \( m \). In principle any complete orthogonal set of functions on a finite interval can be adapted for the purpose and provide an exact representation and in that sense are equivalent. However, under truncation to a certain number of terms, some orthogonal sets will perform better than others. That is, under truncation, different orthogonal sets of functions are not equivalent and there will exist preferred choices.

It is our interest to find the most efficient orthogonal set for truncation (7) based on real data (Fig. 1), which is the first novel element. The second novel element is to restrict the choice of candidates to well studied classical closed form orthogonal sets defined on a finite interval (possibly with different weighting functions) for which there is a rich set of choices including: Complex Exponentials, Legendre Polynomials, Chebyshev Polynomials, and the Fourier–Bessel series of various integer orders. Table I summaries the representation of the \( A_m(f) \) using four families of these orthogonal functions (refer to [20] and [21] for the detailed reference of these orthogonal functions). To choose the most effective basis function, the four functions are applied to model \( A_m(f) \) calculated from the MIT
data [15] and the percent mean-square approximation error is calculated from the $Q$ sampling frequencies, i.e.,

$$\epsilon = \frac{\sum_{q=1}^{Q} ||A_m(f_q) - \hat{A}_m(f_q)||^2}{\sum_{q=1}^{Q} ||A_m(f_q)||^2} \ast 100\%$$ (10)

where $\hat{A}_m(f_q)$ is the approximated HRTF spectrum component. It is shown in Table II that the Fourier–Bessel series (note that different orders of Fourier–Bessel series are available) can provide a better match to the measured HRTFs compared with the Complex Exponentials under the same expansion order $K = 100$, while the approximation made by Legendre and Chebyshev Polynomials has relatively large errors using the same truncation order.\(^2\)

The observed efficiency of the Fourier–Bessel series can be explained by referring to Fig. 1. The energy of the HRTF frequency components does not equally spread over the Fourier series expansion for each order $m$ which is described as butterfly shape of HRTF spectrum in [22], [18] (the plots in Fig. 1 give half the butterfly shape corresponding to positive frequencies). The explanation for the special shape of the spectrum is as follows. For low frequency $f$, the large bandwidth requires small spatial Fourier series ($m$) support since the waves are spatially varying slowly. For increasing frequency, the butterfly shape is widening due to large spatial Fourier series support. It can be seen that the spatial Fourier series support increases with frequency as the smaller wavelength indicates faster changes along the azimuthal angle domain. Therefore, most of $A_m(f)$ energy is present in a butterfly shaped region; and outside the region, the energy is greatly reduced. This provides an insight why Complex Exponentials, Legendre, and Chebyshev polynomials are less efficient. In contrast, the Bessel functions of the first kind are better matched to the observed distribution of energy over frequency for various orders.

The Bessel functions $J_\ell(\cdot)$ for $\ell \geq 1$ have a high pass character. That is, the magnitude of $J_\ell(\cdot)$ for $\ell \geq 1$ is approximately zero for smaller arguments. And this zero value interval grows as $\ell$ increases. As shown in Fig. 1, the resemblance between the patterns of $A_m(f)$ and Bessel functions explain the reason why the Fourier–Bessel series can match the HRTF with highest accuracy for a given truncation order. Thus, in this paper, the Fourier–Bessel series are proposed to model the HRTFs spectral components $A_m(f)$ dependent on $m$, as explained next.

2) Fourier–Bessel Series: The Fourier–Bessel series make use the orthogonality between Bessel functions of the first kind for a specific order $\ell$ on the interval $(0, 1)$ to expand a general function [21]. The Fourier–Bessel series expansion of the frequency components of HRTFs is given as

$$A_m(f) = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} C_{mk} J_\ell \left( \frac{\rho_k^\ell}{f_{\text{max}}} f \right)$$ (11)

where $\rho_k^1, \rho_k^2, \ldots, \rho_k^\ell$ are the positive roots of $J_\ell(x) = 0$ and $\ell$ is the specific order of the Bessel function of the first kind. $C_{mk}$ are complex coefficients whose dependence on $\ell$ has been suppressed. The coefficients of the Fourier–Bessel series expansion can be determined from

$$C_{mk} = \frac{2}{f_{\text{max}}^2 \left( J_{\ell+1}(\rho_k^\ell) \right)^2} \int_{0}^{f_{\text{max}}} f A_m(f) J_\ell \left( \frac{\rho_k^\ell}{f_{\text{max}}} f \right) df.$$ (12)

As the choice of the Fourier–Bessel series has an infinite number of possibilities, we need to decide which specific order $\ell$ to use and how this depends on $m$. The previous modeling comparison among different orthogonal functions (in Table II) shows that the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind $J_0(\cdot)$ can achieve very accurate approximations. This is due to the dominance of $A_0(f)$ and, among all orders, only $J_0(\cdot)$ can give very efficient approximation to $A_0(f)$ in the limit as $\ell \to 0$. However, $J_0(\cdot)$ is not the optimum representation for higher order $A_m(f)$ when $m \neq 0$. Noticing that high order Fourier–Bessel series can match high order frequency components, we believe the representation with $\ell$ increasing with $m$ is more effective. In this paper, we have not mathematically derived a specific formula relating $m$ and $\ell$, but we propose a simple linear relationship $\ell = [m]$ which avoids the significant triangular near null energy regions seen in Fig. 1. Under this heuristic, the mse of approximating $A_m(f)$ is 1.53% for $K = 100$, which is the lowest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orthogonal Functions (general form)</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>Weight $W(x)$</th>
<th>Modified Basis functions $\varphi_m^{(m)}(f)$</th>
<th>$h_k$ Equation (9)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complex Exponentials $e^{jxka}$</td>
<td>$x \in [-1, 1]$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$e^{jxk (2f - 1)}$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legendre Polynomials $P_k(x)$</td>
<td>$x \in [-1, 1]$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$P_k (2f - 1)$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2k + 1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chebyshev Polynomials $U_k(x)$</td>
<td>$x \in [-1, 1]$</td>
<td>$(1 - k^2)^{\frac{3}{2}}$</td>
<td>$U_k (2f - 1)$</td>
<td>$\frac{\pi}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourier Bessel series of order $\ell \ J_\ell(\beta_k^\ell x)$</td>
<td>$x \in (0, 1)$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$J_\ell(\beta_k^\ell f')$</td>
<td>$\frac{2}{J_{\ell+1}(\rho_k^\ell)^2}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
along the circle with HRTFs from MIT data. Note given 72 samples (source positions) equally spaced from (a) analytical HRTFs from the spherical head model and (b) measured we can unambiguously derive is basis of this simple formula will be left as on open problem).

and significantly reduced number of parameters (the physical
works very well, in the sense of high approximation accuracy
struction performance in Section III establishes that this choice
approximation error in Table II. The real measurements recon-
TABLE II
PERCENT MEAN-SQUARE-ERROR OF APPROXIMATING $A_m(f)$ USING FOUR ORTHOGONAL FUNCTIONS WITH TRUNCATION NUMBER $K = 100$ BASED ON MIT MEASUREMENT DATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Orthogonal Functions</th>
<th>Percent MSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complex Exponentials</td>
<td>3.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legendre Polynomials</td>
<td>79.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chebyshev Polynomials</td>
<td>25.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourier Bessel series ($\ell = 0$)</td>
<td>2.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourier Bessel series ($\ell =</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) Proposed Efficient Continuous HRTF Model: The above development leads to the HRTF functional model in the frequency domain written as

$$H(f, \phi) = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} C_{mk} J_{|m|} \left( \frac{\phi_k}{f_{\text{max}}} - f \right) e^{jm\phi}$$

(13)

where

$$C_{mk} = \frac{1}{\pi f_{\text{max}}^{2} f_{\text{max}}} \int_{-\pi}^{\pi} f H(f, \phi) J_{|m|} \left( \frac{\phi_k}{f_{\text{max}}} - f \right) e^{-jm\phi} d\phi df.$$  

(14)

Equation (14) illustrates how to calculate the model parameters from a continuous HRTF function. When using experimentally measured HRTFs, the model coefficients $C_{mk}$ can be calculated using the left Riemann sum to approximate the integral (14). Section III shows how to choose the truncation of (13) up to provide accurate approximations to the original HRTF measurements.

The HRTF representation (13) exhibits three significant advantages.

- First, the representation has well studied closed form orthogonal sets as basis functions, which can make the HRTF approximation easily implemented and model parameters $C_{mk}$ simply computed using (14).
- Second, using continuous basis functions, the proposed model can achieve HRTF reconstruction at any frequency point for an arbitrary azimuth angle. That is, it provides natural interpolation and extrapolation.
- Third, the basis function choice is empirically guided but the basis functions are independent of the data. As the basis is same for all subjects, the model coefficients $C_{mk}$ carry all the information about the individuality. Thus, the model has capability to represent the individualized HRTF by assigning a subject specific set of parameters to the model through (13).

C. HRIR Representation

In this subsection, the equivalent head-related impulse re-
response (HRIR) representation is developed. The model is based on the inverse Fourier transform of the Fourier–Bessel series, the function used to represent the frequency variable of the HRTF in (13).

The Fourier Transform of $J_{\ell}(t)$ is given by [23] as

$$\mathcal{F}\{J_{\ell}(t)\} = \frac{2(-j)^{\ell} T_{\ell}(w)}{\sqrt{(1-w^2)}} , \text{ for } |w| < 1$$

(15)
and zero otherwise, where $T_\ell(w)$ is the Chebyshev function of the first kind and is defined as

$$T_\ell(w) = \cos(\ell\cos^{-1}(w)), \quad |w| < 1.$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

Thereafter, the HRTF model in the time domain, the so-called HRIR model, can be developed as

$$h(t, \phi) = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} C_{mk} e^{i m \phi} \sigma_m \left( \beta_k^{[m]}, t \right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (17)

where based on (15)

$$\sigma_m \left( \beta_k^{[m]}, t \right) \triangleq \mathcal{F}^{-1} \left\{ J_m \left( \frac{\beta_k^{[m]}}{f_{\text{max}}} \right) \right\} = \begin{cases} (-1)^{m+1} T_m \left( \frac{\beta_k^{[m]}}{f_{\text{max}}} \right), & \text{if } 0 \leq t < \frac{\beta_k^{[m]}}{f_{\text{max}}} \\ \pi \sqrt{\left( \frac{\beta_k^{[m]}}{f_{\text{max}}} \right)^2 - t^2} & \text{if } t \geq \frac{\beta_k^{[m]}}{f_{\text{max}}} \\ 0 & \text{if } t \leq \frac{\beta_k^{[m]}}{f_{\text{max}}}, \end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (18)

Now, both HRTF and HRIR models (13) and (17) are continuous representations and have data independent basis functions to represent the spectral (or time) and spatial dependence. Thus, for each individualized measurement set only a coefficient matrix needs to be saved and used to further reconstruct the HRTF (or HRIR) for a specific listener.

III. MODEL VALIDATION

A. Methodology

The effectiveness of the proposed HRTF continuous representation is investigated by comparing the experimentally measured (or analytically simulated) HRTFs with model reconstructed results. In this section, three sets of data are employed in evaluation: 1) the MIT data acquired using a KEMAR manikin [15], 2) some analytical solutions from the spherical head model [16], and 3) a 50-subject HRTF data set [17]. A brief summary of these three sets of data is given below.

The MIT measurements were made in an anechoic chamber; and both the “small” and “large” pinna models were tested on the KEMAR. The measurements are the head related impulse response in the time domain at the 44.1 kHz sampling rate and each response is 512 samples long. The speakers were at a distance of 1.4 m away from the head center (far field measurements). In the horizontal plane, a full 360° of azimuth was sampled in equal sized increments (5° approximately). The azimuthal angle $\phi$ is from 0° to 360°. The direct front and back directions at ear level are defined as 0° and 180° azimuth; while the right and left sides are defined as $\phi = 90°$ and $\phi = 270°$.

The analytically simulated HRTFs is based on the spherical head model presented in [16]. We generate the HRTFs along a circle of 72 points on the horizontal plane at a distance of 0.7 m from the head center (near field values).

The HRTF measurements performed at IRCAM and AKG (two professional audio companies) anechoic chamber include 50 subjects [17]. A 8192 point logarithmic sweep (sampling frequency is also 44.1 kHz) is used as the test signal. For each subject, the HRTFs are measured at 24 equally spaced points along the azimuth angle domain (15° intervals). We use these data sets especially to check the favorable statistical performance of the model reconstruction performance in Section III-B1.

1) Choice of Truncation Number: The model coefficients $C_{mk}$ are calculated for both MIT data and analytically simulated HRTFs as shown in Fig. 2. First, the Fourier series expansion (3) are solved up to and including the order 35 ($M = 35$), which is the maximum solvable order upper bounded by the number of discrete measurements (72 azimuthal samples in the horizontal plane) and corresponds to the maximum measurement frequency $f_{\text{max}} = 21$ kHz based on (4). Then, the HRTF

![Fig. 2. Magnitude of model coefficients $C_{mk}$ solved from (a) MIT HRTFs for far field $r = 1.4$ m and (b) analytically simulated HRTFs from the spherical head model for near field $r = 0.7$ m. The model coefficients are kept in low order components.](image-url)
spectrum $A_m(f)$ are expanded with Fourier–Bessel series up to order $K = 150$.

The structure of the model coefficients guides us on how to choose the truncation number of the proposed model (13) and (17). Especially, the two sets of data correspond to two types of HRTFs, i.e., the far field HRTFs from the MIT data and the near field data from analytical simulated HRTFs. The plots in Fig. 2 show that the model coefficients energy are mainly kept in the low order expansion components so that we just need to keep these coefficients for the HRTF representation. To decide the appropriate truncation for series representation, the criteria is to choose the truncation number $M$ and $K$ as the lowest orders at which at least 90% of the total “energy” is contained in the approximation. Thus, the truncation number for the far field HRTF is chosen as $M = 25$ and $K = 100$ and the near field HRTF model is truncated to $M = 35$, $K = 30$ accordingly [note the large spatial variance of the near field HRTFs requires more Fourier series terms in the model as shown in Fig. 2(b)]. There is no doubt that keeping more of the series coefficients will increase approximation accuracy. Section III-C shows the shape of the synthesized responses will go arbitrarily close to that of the measurements by increasing Fourier series order $M$ and Fourier–Bessel series order $K$.

2) Error Metric: Given the efficient representation with the lowest truncation numbers, the performance of the model in accurately approximating experimentally measured HRTFs has been assessed in both frequency and time domains. The error metric is defined as the percent mean-square-error (mse) in the magnitude and phase spectrum (or the impulse response) at the measured azimuthal locations

$$
\epsilon_i = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} \| H(f_n, \phi) - \hat{H}(f_n, \phi) \|^2}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} \| H(f_n, \phi) \|^2} \times 100\%
$$

where for each azimuth, HRTFs are measured at $N$ frequency points $f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_N$. $H(f_n, \phi)$ is the measured HRTF (or HRIR) at the $n$th frequency point and $\phi$ azimuth, and $\hat{H}(f_n, \phi)$ is the reconstructed HRTF (or HRIR).

B. Continuous Model Performance

The performance of the proposed model is investigated in two ways: 1) in reconstruction, in Section III-B1, using the measured data (the same data used to determine the model parameters), and 2) in interpolation, using the cross-validation technique, in Section III-B2.

1) HRTF Model Reconstruction Performance: The first example to assess the HRF model performance is to reconstruct the 72 MIT measured (or analytically simulated) HRTFs spaced by $5^\circ$ in the horizontal plane. The error analysis of the frequency model is conducted in each azimuthal angle to both the magnitude and unwrapped phase responses. Fig. 3 shows a direct and qualitative comparison of the measured HRTF spectrum from MIT left and right ears and model reconstructed HRTFs in the frequency domain. The errors in fitting the HRTF measurements (or analytically simulated HRTFs) are further analyzed at each of the measured positions. The distribution of errors across all positions are presented in Figs. 4(a) and 5(a) for both MIT measurements and analytical simulated HRTFs. Note that in both data sets, a source located at $90^\circ$ azimuth is directly across from the right ear (the left ear is the shadowed ear) and a source located at $270^\circ$ is directly across from the left ear (the right ear is the shadowed ear). The calculated error in the model fitting leads to two observations. First, in general, the continuous functional model provides a good fit to the HRTF with significantly reduced number of parameters, for example, the mean-square reconstruction error is about 1.78% for the MIT measurements and 0.5% for analytically simulated HRTFs. Second, given the accurate approximation, the synthesis of HRTFs is better at the source-facing side of the head compared to the head’s shadowed side.

The reconstruction of the 50-subject HRTF data set shows very good statistical results on the reconstruction performance of the proposed approach. First, given 24 samples equally spaced by $15^\circ$ in the horizontal plane for each subject, according to the sampling and reconstruction analysis in Section II-A, we can accurately reconstruct the human subject HRTF data to 7.2 kHz. We check the reconstruction errors across all positions for each human subject. Fig. 6 shows the statistical reconstruction error distribution among 50 subjects with the mean value overlaid. It can be seen that the maximum reconstruction error is under 6% and the mean value distribution is very like the error distribution of the KEMAR
data. This corroborates our claim that we have an efficient data independent continuous functional model.

2) HRTF Model Interpolation Performance: In applications, HRTF interpolation may be required over angles not measured. In this section, the interpolation performance of the proposed continuous functional model is demonstrated. In order to use the available measurements to examine the interpolation performance, we employ cross-validation. We partition the 72 available measurements to examine the interpolation per-

In this section, the interpolation performance of the proposed HRTF interpolation may be required over angles not measured. 

where \( a \) is the radius of the head. Equation (20) is based on the fact that we need \( N \geq (2M + 1) \) equally spaced samples along the circle. It shows the maximum azimuthal angular spacing \( \Delta \phi_{\text{max}} \) is related to the maximum measurement frequency \( f_{\text{max}} \). For example, when the sampling frequency is 44.1 kHz (as used in MIT data set), the maximum angular sample interval is approximately 4.86°.

In our validation test of the MIT data, the second group of data sets is spaced by 10°; and we can only accurately interpolate the HRTFs up to 10.8 kHz. Fig. 7 shows the interpolated MIT left and right ear HRTFs with original measurements overlaid. The interpolation error performances in Figs. 4(b) and 5(b) demonstrate that our model is able to interpolate over large angles with high accuracy (the maximum error is about 4.3% for MIT data and 1.52% for the analytical solutions). In addition, the maximum interpolation error is also located at the contralateral ear.

3) Time-Domain HRIR Model Performance: The measured MIT HRTF database is applied to the time-domain HRIR model (17). The HRIR analysis is conducted in a similar way to the HRTF analysis, except the error is calculated for each time slot and for each azimuthal angle. Fig. 8 shows examples of the HRIR measurements with their model reconstruction and interpolation overlaid. The closeness of the reconstructed and exper-

C. Model Performance Analysis

Section III-B shows that the synthesis of HRTFs is usually better at the source-facing side of the head than at the head’s shadowed side. Three factors contribute to this phenomenon. The first factor is that the comparison of HRIR ratio (SNR) at the head shadowed side. The signal level at the head shadowed side is lower than that at the source facing side, resulting the SNR in the measurement is relatively poorer at the head shadowed locations. The second factor is the high complexity of the HRTF at the head’s shadowed locations. Because of the diffraction around the head, the contralateral sounds have more variations. This results in the spectral shapes that are more complicated and more difficult to model. Third, the head shadowing may cause HRTF spectral components has energy outside of the butterfly shape. Hence, the truncated model can spatially not predict the large spatial variation including diffraction and
head shadowing. If we choose a larger $M$ and $K$, we may specifically improve the reconstruction over those regions.

Beside the diffraction effects, the Shaw’s “bright spot” phenomenon can also be observed [24], that is, HRTFs corresponding to contralateral locations which lie in the direct shadow of the head have relatively higher-amplitudes or a local maximum energy injected. Hence, both ears HRTF reconstructions (Figs. 4–6) have the local least approximation error with azimuths of $90^\circ$ and $270^\circ$, respectively.

We summarize the performance of the proposed model in the following four aspects. First, the proposed continuous functional HRTF and HRIR models provide accurate approximations to the experimental measurements. The shape of the synthesized responses can get arbitrarily close to that of the measurements by increasing the Fourier series and Fourier–Bessel series harmonic orders. Our calculation shows that the reconstruction error of MIT data decreases to $0.52\%$ when $M = 35$, $K = 150$. Second, as given in (14), each of the individualized HRTF is transformed to a set of coefficient. This coefficient set is much smaller in size compared to the original HRTF data samples. For example, original MIT databases has 36 864 sample points (72 directions and 512 frequency samples for each azimuth); now the transformed coefficient just has 5100 entries ($M = 25$, $K = 100$). The data needs to be saved and we may specify the number of components as basis has structural similarities to the HRTF being analyzed. Thus, the unwanted components (noise or distortion) will not be represented with the same accuracy as the signal interested. For example, the noise components of high spatial bandwidth ($|\eta| > M$) is removed from (5) and the noise with frequency components outside the butterfly shaped region will be significantly reduced from (12).

IV. COMPARISON WITH STATISTICAL MODELING METHODS

The statistical modeling methods, specifically PCA and the (discrete) KL expansion, are applied in an effort to reduce the redundancy (correlation) of the HRTF data set. Both methods apply eigenanalysis to a sample frequency covariance matrix constructed from the measured HRTFs to yield a set of the principle components as basis spectral functions. The PCA model, as defined in [8], constructs the sample covariance matrix from the HRTF magnitude spectrum while the KLE method defined in [10] uses the complex valued HRTFs after the directionally independent frequency dependence is removed. Since the eigenvectors with largest eigenvalue of the frequency covariance matrix are chosen as principle components, the statistical modeling methods achieve optimal lower dimensional orthogonal representations. These models rely on the empirical data to provide an optimal representation. However, for these representations, the basis is discrete and data dependent which can have disadvantages.

The same HRTF reconstruction on the MIT data procedure is performed using the PCA and KLE methods. To capture $90\%$ of the variance in the spectrum, we extract eight principal components as basis vectors. Fig. 9 shows the reconstructed HRTF magnitude and phase spectrums with original data overlaid. The

![Fig. 9. (a) Example of PCA model reconstructed MIT left ear HRTFs at $\phi = 240^\circ$ and (b) example of KLE model reconstructed MIT left ear HRTFs at $\phi = 240^\circ$. Measurements: star dot-dashed line. Reconstruction: solid line.](image)

**TABLE III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Mag. spectrum approx. error</th>
<th>Complex resp. approx. error</th>
<th>Number of parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>4672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL expansion</td>
<td>4.94%</td>
<td>2.46%</td>
<td>4672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>5.29%</td>
<td>2.63%</td>
<td>4900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 8.** Example of model reconstructed and interpolated HRIR from MIT data with original measurements overlaid. (a) reconstructed MIT left ear HRIRs at $\phi = 180^\circ$ and (b) interpolated MIT right ear HRIRs at $\phi = 55^\circ$. Measurements: star dot-dashed line. Synthesis results: solid line.
example is for the MIT left ear HRTF reconstruction at azimuthal angle $\phi = 240^\circ$ (Fig. 3(a) gives our continuous model reconstruction performance). The PCA model gives nearly identical approximation to the HRTF magnitude spectrum but ignores the measured phase; while the discrete KLE is to model the complex valued HRTFs.

Table III summaries the numerical HRTF reconstruction performance using the two statistical methods and our proposed continuous model. There are several observations. First, even though there are a small number of basis vectors in the statistical models, the two sets of functions (basis and weights) in these models actually require similar number of parameters as our proposed continuous model. This shows that our continuous model also achieves nearly an optimal lower dimensional representation. Second, two kinds of approximation errors are investigated for the three models. As PCA is formulated to analyze the HRTF magnitude function, it assuredly gives the least magnitude spectrum approximation error. However, there is no qualitative way to show the complex valued HRTF reconstruction using the PCA method due to the minimum phase assumption (there is only a monaural phase between two ears to model the interaural phase difference). While it is true that for minimum phase systems knowledge of the magnitude response is sufficient to infer the phase response, this does not imply the PCA applied to the magnitude only of a minimum phase system has any claim to optimality when full complex data modeling is desired. The proper formulation needs to apply PCA to the full complex response like the discrete KLE method. Finally, for a fair comparison between KLE and the proposed continuous model, the relatively bigger approximation error using the continuous model shows that the discrete statistical method is truly the optimal description for this data set. However, the disadvantage of lack of strict optimality of our approach is countered by the universality (data independent and measurement grid independence of the basis) and the continuous nature of the basis functions (eliminating the need for interpolation).

V. CONCLUSION

A continuous functional model was developed for the horizontal plane HRTF representation. A Fourier series was used to model the spatial dependence of the HRTF while the HRTF spectral components were represented by the continuous Fourier–Bessel series of various orders. The advantage of this model is that both Fourier series and Fourier–Bessel series are well-studied complete closed form orthogonal functions and can be readily applied to accurately model the HRTF. By applying these two sets of continuous functions as basis functions, each individualized HRTF is expressed by a coefficient matrix in a form amenable to truncation to a significantly reduced number of parameters. The model can be used to synthesis/interpolate HRTFs at arbitrary azimuth and frequency points. Moreover, being independent of the data, the basis functions will remain unchanged for all subjects and measurement setups.

The development of a 3-D HRTF representation following the same methodology simply replaces the conventional Fourier series expansion with an expansion using spherical harmonics to represent the spatial dependence (adding elevation to the azimuth angular variable). A similar parametric spectral analysis can be performed. The work in [25] found similar butterfly shaped HRTF spectral component of 2-D HRTFs at other elevations. Thus, the Fourier-Bessel series may be used as an efficient functional analysis of the 3-D HRTF spectrum. However, such a study would require more complete measurement data that is currently unavailable.

We also need to state that the current approach is driven from a phenomenological perspective where we are dealing with an explanation of empirical observations at the technical level. Psychoacoustic validation has to be performed in the future. Besides the technical measure presented in this work, we also need subjective validation to consummate the error bounds and truncation orders given in the paper.
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